
You have a gift of 86,400 seconds today. 

How will you use them? 
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Today we welcome Scouts and Leaders to our Satellite Camp! 

This is a great opportunity for some of our younger Scottish 
members to get a flavour of what the Jamborette has to 
offer. 

It also marks the start of our busy weekend with our Country 
Fair, Scouts Own, International Games and BBQ. 

Hope everyone has a great time!  

Service to others is the rent you 

pay for your room on earth                           

- Mohammed Ali 

Opportunities 

In ancient times, a king had a boulder placed on a roadway. 

Then he hid himself and watched to see if anyone would 

remove the huge rock. Some of the king's wealthiest merchants 

and courtiers came by and simply walked around it. 

Many loudly blamed the king for not keeping the roads clear, 

but none did anything about getting the big stone out of the 

way. Then a peasant came along carrying a load of vegetables. 

On approaching the boulder, the peasant laid down his burden 

and tried to move the stone to the side of the road. After much 

pushing and straining, he finally succeeded. As the peasant 

picked up his load of vegetables, he noticed a purse lying in the 

road where the boulder had been. The purse 

contained many gold coins and a note from 

the king indicating that the gold was for the 

person who removed the boulder from the 

roadway.  

The peasant learned what many others never understand. 

Every obstacle presents an opportunity to improve one's 

condition. 

Don’t judge each day by the harvest 

you reap, but by the seeds that you 

plant. 

- Robert Louis Stevenson 

Why are hiking shops so diverse? 

Because they employ people from 
all walks of life. 

If you seek peace, be still. 

If you seek wisdom, be silent. 

If you seek love, be yourself. 

Why don’t you?… 

Look out for someone sitting on 
their own and offer them your 
company. 


